
File Handing in C language  

1. What is File? Explain the types of files 

Ans: The file is the collection of records. It is used in the development of 

tailored software for specific purpose of utility programming.  

 There are two types of files. Sequential file and random access file. 

 a) Sequential File: The records or data are stored in sequential order. So 

reading and writing in any desired position is not easy. For instance, data 

stored in magnetic tape. 

 b)  Random Access File: The data or records are not arranged in definite in 

sequence. So randomly reading and writing are possible in easy manner. 

 

2. What are file opening modes? Explain briefly different types file opening 

modes in C language with examples. 

Ans: File Opening mode: File opening mode is the nature or purpose for 

handing the data. A file must be opened before  any input operations performed 

on that file . The process of establishing a connection between the program and 

file is called opening the file. 

a)  Read  b)  Write and  c)  Append   

 These operations are instructed to compiler by w, r, and a. 

r = It is used to read existing file .  

Example: fp= fopen("student.txt","r") 

r+ = It is used to read write existing file. 

 Example: fp= fopen("student.txt","r+") 

 rb = It is used to write in binary file.  

 Example:  fp= fopen("student.txt","rb")  

w = It is used to write in new file. If file exists already, is contents are over 

written. 

Example : fp= fopen("student.txt","w") 

w+ = It is used to write and read a file .  

If file exists, it is over written. 

Example : fp= fopen("student.txt","w+") 

  wb = It is used to write in binary file. 

Example: fp = fopen("student.txt","wb")  

a = It is used to append data in the end of file . If file does not exist, it creates 

new file.  

Example: fp= fopen("student.txt","a") 

a+= It is used to append data in the end of file. It can also read file. 

 If file does not exist, it creates new file. 

 Example : fp= fopen("student.txt","a+")  

ab = It is used to append data in the end of binary file does not exist,  it creates 

new file.  

Example : fp= fopen("student.txt","ab") 



Note : If b is not added with operaqtion mode (r,w,a), compiler treats as ASCII 

file by default. 

3. Explain different file related functions with syntax used in data file of c 

language. 
Ans: File functions are predefined collections of commands used for specific 

purpose for data file. The following are the common function  used for 
handling the data files in C language.  
a) Fseek (): The function fseek () is used to set the file position in the data 

file. 
 syntax 
 intfseek (FILE * fp, long offset, intpos); 
b) ftell (): This function returns the current position of the file position 

pointer. The value is counted from the beginning of the file. 
 syntax 
 longftell (FILE  *fp); 
c) rewind ( ):This function is used to move the file position pointer to the 

beginning of the file. This function is useful when we open a file for 
update. 

 syntax is rewind (FILE * fp); 
d) fopen ( ): This function is used to open a data file in specified mode that 

allows for entering , modifying or adding data in the data file. 
 syntax: file pointer=fopen("Filename with extension", "file  opening mode" 

); 
e) fpute () : This function writes a character to the specified file at the current 

file position and then increments the file pointer position. 
 syntax: intfputc( int c, FILE*fptr); 
f) fgetc( ) : This function writes a character to the specified file at the current 

file position and then increments the file pointer position  
 syntax: int (fputc ( int c. FILE*fptr); 
g) fputs( ): This function writes the null terminated string pointed to by str to 

a file that means outputs the line of string data  
 syntax,: intfputs (const char *str, FILE *fptr);  
h) fgets () : This function is used to read characters form a file and these 

characters are stored in the string pointed by  str that means accepts the line 
of string data. 

 syntax: char *fgets(char*str, int n, FILE*fptr); 
i) Fprintf (): This function  is same as the printf( ) function but it writes 

formatted data into the file instead of the standard output. 
 syntax: fprint f(FILE*fptr, const char *format [arguments]); 
j) fscanf( ): This function is similar to the scanf () function but is reds data 

from file instead of standard input device, so it has one more parameter 
which is a pointer of FILE type and it points to the file from which data 
will be read. 

 Syntax: fscanf ( FILE*fptr, const char* format [address]); 
k) fwrite ( ): This function is used for writing an entire block to a given file.  



 syntax 
 size _ fwrite (constvoild * ptr, size_tsize_t n, file*fptr); 

l) Fread () : This function is used to read an entire block form a given  file . 

 syntax 

 size_tfread(void*ptr, size_ t size, size) t n, FILE*fptr); 
m) remove (): This function is used to delete the file whose syntax is as 

follows:  
 syntax 
 remove (filename) 
n) rename ( ) : This function is used to rename old file name into new file 

name. Its syntax is as follows:  
 rename(old_file_name, new_file_name); 


